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Pres. Search Nears End;
Field Narrows to Three
By Robert Byrn
Having completed its task of

1\

interviewing potentjal can-

didates to succeed former
University President Rev.

\J)

William C. McInnes. S.J., the
Presidential Search Committee
met with the full Board of
Trustees last Friday, February
2, and submitted its final
recommendations.
Three Names Recommended

"'-.,. ~ -'W~

. HAVING PROVEN· that she is the equal of any boy when it comes
to a knowledge of campus sports, crossword puzzle contest winner
Jeanne zailckes goes over her flawless answers with Voice Sports
Editor Tony Mixcus. /diss Zailckes won a five dollar gift certificate to the Liquor Barrel and two tickets to the Playhouse
production of "The Potting Shed", For the puzzle answers see page
6.
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According to a variety of
sources close to the Committee
three names were presented to
the Board for consideration. The
Trustees will now interview the
three finalists and research their
qualifications further before an~
nouncing a new University
President.
Although neither University
spokesmen nor members of the
Search Committee or the Board
of Trustees have confirmed the
names of the re<:ommended candidates, there is widespread
speculation, based on evidence
from a variety of sources, that
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Ahlberg, Harrison in Runoff;
Poor Turnout Marks Primary
By Robert Bym

As a result of last Thursday's
primary election for the Student
Government Presidency, juniors
Kurt Ahlberg and Edmund
Harrison will face each other in
today's special runoff contest.
Harrison Outdistanc~
Opponents
With a total of 792 ballots cast
in the primary Mr. Harrison
polled 367 votes (47.1%) while
Mr. Ahlberg placed a distant second with 22:2 votes (28.0%). A
third candidate, student
legislator Joseph Hasten, netted
only 182 votes for 22.6% of the
totaL
According to the elections
code drawn up by the Student
Legislature. only those two candidates with the greatest number
of votes in a primary ballot may
participate in a runoff ele<:tion.
Turnout Poor
This year'S voter turnout was
among the worst in recent
Presidential elections. Only
about 33% of the entire student
body of 2,400 participated in the
~~

Today is ele<:tion day for the
Student Government Presidency. Students will be choosing
between two candidates, Kurt
Ahlberg and Edmund Harrison.
to succeed former Government
President Steven Mednick.
There is no contest for Student
Government Tresaurer.
Polls will be open throughout
the day and are located in the
Campus Center basement across
from the mailroom.
)oCIoOO'C)/O 0 0 0
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primary, which seemed to
generate little enthusiasm
among most students. Even the
three candidates pursued campaigns which were lOW-key and
noticeably devoid of spirit.
The primary was also marred
by the failure of all three candidates to submit signed
petitions supporting tHeir candidacies. According to Nancy
Wilson, chairwoman of the Ele<:tions Committee, the members
of the Committee agreed to
waive the requirement for
petitions. However, since only
the Legislature may amend the
terms of the elections code, the
Committee's unilateral action
threatened to delay both the
primary and today's runoff.
Only a special Legislature act,
approved Tuesday, January 30
and which affirmed the Ele<:tion
Committee·s actions, paved the
way for last Thursday's primary
to be held as originally scheduled.
Harrison Victory Expected
The victor in today's contest
will succeed former President
Steven Mednick who is participating in a political intern
program in Washington. Both his
landslide win in the primary and
a pre-elcction poll conducted by
the Fairfield Free Press aDd
Review point to an easy victory
for Mr. Harrison.
The Harrison campaign has
been further bolstered by support from Mr. Hasten, who endorsed Mr. Harrison only hours
after the primary results were
announced.
Hastea Eadonement
Mr. Hasten's statement read
as follows:

the oldest is in his early 60's. All
three have been raised and
educated on the east coast.
The candidates are also
members of Boards of Trustees
at institutions other than their
own universities. However. one
of the nominees. in addition to
his external responsibilities as a
Trustee, does sit as an internal
member of the Board of the un·
iversity at which he is located.
Finally, the three candidates
currently work at Jesuit universities, which are larger, older,
and in many ways more
progressive than Fairfield.
Refuses to Confirm Names
Both the members of the
Search Committee and the
Trustees have agreed not to
release the names of all candidates who have been con·
sidered for the Presidency.
Moreover. all Search Committee
deliberations and interviews
throughout the past months have
been held in strict secrecy.
Under the chairmanship of
Trustee D. Bruce Wiesley, who
succeeded the Committee's in·
itial chairman. Rev. James J.
McGinley, S.J .. the Committee
has met on and off since October
(Continued on PaRe 3\

Troubadour Song
Concert Tonight

I
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three specific Jesuits from outside the University are being
considered for the Presidency.
Upon request from those
engaged in the search process
that the confidentiality of the
procedure be maintained,
however. the Voice is
withholding any names pending
further verification of sources.
Nevertheless, research into
the backgrounds of the three
candidates has prOVided the
following sketch of the
qualifications and positions held
by the men whom the Trustees
are considering.
While all presently occupy
high administrative positions,
their work involves them to a
greater degree in academics
than in management or stictly
administrative tasks.
In fact one combines his administrative functions with
classroom teaching.
All three candidates hold
PhD·s, a qualification which the
general faculty in its report to
the Search Committee last fall
deemed as "essential". The doctorates were granted in the
areas of economics, classics.
and education.
In terms of age the youngest
candidate is in his late 30's while

"Due to the results of today's
primary, I have personally
de<:ided to endorse Ed Harrison;
his concern with the vital needs
of the students and his apparent
universal support should not be
hindered by me."
"Consequently, I would strongly urge my supporters, to who I
am grateful, to join with me in
voting for Mr. Harrison and aid
him in returning the Government to the students."
No Treasurer Election
Noteably absent from this
year's student balloting is a con(Continued on Page 3)

Medieval and Renaissance
songs of French troubadours will
be featured at a performance by
Jean Belliard. French folksinger, tonight. February 8th at
7:30 p.m. in Gonzaga
Auditorium.
The concert. sponsored by the
Alliance Francaise of Fairfield
County, will include a slide
presentation by Mr. Belliard of
illuminations from pre-sixteenth
century manuscripts. The music
for many of the songs to be performed has been composed by
Mr. Belliard, while the words
and themes have been taken
from French poetry.
Born in Vietnam in 1935. Jean
Belliard has devoted himself to
the study of music since his com~
pletion of high school. From 1959
to 1964 he was a professor at the
National Conservatory of Music
in Rabat, Morocco. From 1964 to
1970 he worked for the French
Cultural Center in Oran. Algeria.
lecturing on musical analysis,
particularly Arab music. Mr.
Belliard is currently on tour in
America, under the sponsOrship

of the Alliance Francaise and the
French Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The performance by Mr.
Belliard is the first in a series of
events scheduled on campus d. ing the spring semester :'1'.-1
sponsored by the Alliance FI ,caise of Fairfield County. Tne
Modem Language Department
of Fairfield University re<:ently
voted to sponsor the affairs f
the Alliance, whose purpose i ... I 1
[urther interest in the Frt>n('h
language and culture.
Meetings of the Alliance, cunducted in a French atmosphere,
occur monthly and feature gu·' I
speakers who are emin
authorities in French art, mUf
travel, cuisine, and other fie
Activities sponsored by
Alliance have included films.
exhibits. concerts. wine lastin
and an annual distributior
awards for meritorious stud,
of French in high schools
colleges.
- JeDlufer Colerl 'n
Foreign Langl' ~
Correspool> It

P1loolo II)'
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"CITY PEOPLE" . Visiton tour the Oak Room as they view samples of the paintings and drawinp
Julia and Isaiah Zagar. The collection of urban scenes will remain on display through Februar~·

Building a Better Dorm.
They just don't build dorms
like they used to. Or so the
residents of Fairfield's two
newest dormitories would claim

Here is a leaky ceiling in a

-

Soolheast room. Last weekend's
heavy rains were too much for
the donn's roof, and the seepage
forced this room's coed inhabitants to drag out pots to
catch the water.

<~Did an earthquake hit Far
East? Arrows point to cracks in
the four-month old donn's walls.
The cracks. found throughout the

building, were caused when the

structure began to setUe.
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More $ Woes for Gov'te;
Mednick Spends Freely
8y Peler J. Falloa·
Political CorrelpODdeal
To the shock and dismay of
most legislators, it was revealed
by Richard Canel. acting President of the Student Government,
lhal former Chief Executive
Steve Mednick had overspent his
executive budget by $2,400.
Mr. Canel revealed this fact
along with a detailed budget
report of the present Student
Government finances compiled
by him and Treasurer Robert
Kunces at the Legislature
meeting of January 30.
'1815 left
According to the figures
released by Mr. Kunces, the Student Government will have
51875, lett in the student Government Tteasury following payment of all allocated funds to
various
Government
departments. Mr. Canel had estimated there would remain
$8500 following all payments.
At last Tuesday's meeting
most legislators seem to be disturbed with the executive
department's miscellaneous
payments totaling $2900. Mr.
Kunces disclosed that the miscellaneous expenditure included
an S800 payment to the bookstore
for Dogwood '72 brandy sniHers.
a $1500. bill from the Robert
Welch lecture, $200. to Ralph
Nader for his lecture, various
phone bills accrued by the executive departments which
amounted to $325.00, and other
back bills totaling f175.
In the budget as outlined on
this. page total expenditures involved $36,383.30 as compared to
$34,000. allocated. According to
the audit released by the Universily on January 21. 1973, the
University had collected $38,260.
in student activities fees.
Therefore, only 51876.70 remains
in the Student Government
Treasury for the months of
February through May.
Moreover, Mr. Canel, as the
temporary Chief Executive, bad
submitted to the legislature a

budget addendum. As a result of
the disclosure of the remaining
5187S.fIO in the treasury. Mr.
Canel expressed that his adden·
dum had been "shol to hell!"
The Student Government must
pick up the tab for all buses to
away basketball and hockey
games during the remaining
months, provide for a $200 for
the Teacher Evaluation Committee. and divide the remaining
funds among the Appropriations
Social and Government
operations.
The Legislature did however,
li£1 the budget freeze, imposed
Iwo weeks ago in allowing
payments to the Fine Arts
Department and Special Events
for the scheduled Evenings of
Music. The Legislature was addressed by Mrs. Ula Lenagh during its session on behalf of the
Evenings of Music. Mrs. Lenagh
stated that the funds were needed immediately for contract

agreements with various artists
who
perfonn during the
series. The budget freeze was
immediately placed into effect
again follOWing the Legislatures'
allocations of $3,500. to the
Evenings of Music.
ElectJoo Committee
uder Att8ck
In other legislature action, the
body dealt with the Election
Committees' failure to adhere to
the Election code of the Student
Government. The code
stipulated that all presidential
candidates must submit their
petitkms to the Chairman of the
election committee 21 days
before the election date. This
year, none of the three candidates filed petitions as Nancy
Wilson. Oaairman of the Election Committee, had waived the
section's ruling without
legislative approval. In order to
(ContiD...ed on PaleS)
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT BUDGET
Expe!dlwes 1/73
Executiye Dtparlmgls Alloqlcd tin
Student Services
Government Operations
Social Committee
Community Relations
Communications
Fairfield Free Press
amount due
Miscellaneous
Total Executive Allocations
Total Executive Expenditures
less Allocations
over expenditures
Legislature Appropriations
Committee (amount due)
Evenings of Music
Total Executive
Total Legislative

$2OOlI.oo

_.00
_.00
11SSO.00

150·00

510.400.00

$6,000.00

000.00
116,400.00

Expenditures
Less allocations
Overexpenditures

1829.22
""".00
513.15
111,00
S9,05s.47
$S,OOO.OO
51,000.00
83

m

II~.!O

$18,008.30
'16,400.00
51,608.30
514,100.00
13,500.00
517.600.00
$16.400.00
517,600.00
534.000,00

Back Debts
Total Income
Less Expendilures

$2126.50

134,000.00
$3IU60.00

136,383.30
51,876.70

136.383,30
134,000 00

$2,383.30

510,865.00
$3,235.00
1/30/13 13,500.00
517,600.00
516.008.30
517,600.00
$35,698.30
5m.00
$36,383.30
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FOR
SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM
ThiS Program 15 deslgnro 10 develop young college graduates for careers In life insurance sales and sales management II provides an Inlllal lralmng period of J monlhs
(includmg 2 weeks at a Home Office School) before moving
into full sales work,
Those who are mle,cslro In dnd who ,Ire found qualified
for management respon~lblhly dre ,1s"ured oi dmple opporlumly to mme on tu ..uch \\ork In ellher our f,eld Oft'lCes or
In Ihe Home Office aher dn Inilldl penoo In ~les.
Aggressive expans,on plans prOVide unusual opporlumlles
for Ihose accepled.
Arrange with the placcOlenl ofllet' for dn mlerview wilh

TONY CHIANESE

February 15

Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE CO~lPANY • HARTFORD
TH£ BLU£ CHIP COMPANY. SINC£ J846

In Equi. Opportumty Employer

259·6314

JACK'S
REEF ROAD
MARKET
All Food ond Porty
Supplies

•
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HALFWAY TO THE

POINT

Coughlin Sees Self in Role of
"Caretaker" as Acting Pres.
By Jill Obertubbeiing

During an interview shortly
31 te, his appointment as acting

President of the University,
Rev. James H. Coughlin, S.J..
Fairfield's academic VicePresident and Dean of the undergraduate College of Arts and

Sciences, cited his new role as
being more or less that of a
"caretaker." He also indicated
his wiJIingness, though only on

certain conditions, to approve
the faculty's recent recommendation of abolishing estimates
(or all students except freshmen
and those who want them.
"When an acting president

takes charge," Dean Coughlin
asserted, "a great many of the
past president's routine duties,
particularly hJs outside acSHOWN REHEARSING - for their roles in the Playhouse production of "The Potting Shed" are Michael Quinlin, who plays James
CalJi(er, and Katherine Mahoney as Sara Callifer. The Graham
Greene drama will open Thursday, February 22.

tivities, come to an abrupt end,

so that in certain areas it's impossible for his replacement to
carry on." The general duties of
such a replacement, however. in-

Love and Morality in Theatre;
Greene Drallla at Playhouse
Presently in rehearsal at the
Fairfield University Playhouse
is a play called THE POTTING
SHED. Written by Graham
Greene, the production features
both University and community
talent. But what makes THE
POTTING SHED a unique
production is Its c~nceJ'!l of the
tortuous and labyrmth lIfe.

When it first premiered at
New York's Bijou theatre, THE
POTTING SHED was proclaimed by the critics; they recognized such things as "original
characters and provocative
ideas" and "ingenious suspense"
that brought the audience to
"the edge of their seats." THE
.PO'ITING SHED was acelaim-

Feb. Films Treat
Trials of Youth
The Film Society and the Committee on Special Events are
happy to announce another fine
series of foreign films. This
year's program will deal with
youth and the various problems
which always seem to confront
the younger generation. Growing
up is never easy: It's hard
enough in real life, but somehow
a little more difficult in the
movies. Many "youth" films
appear each year, and usually
only several are worth seeing a
second time. We have selected
four films which have stood with
test of lime. Each one is a
recognized classic; each one
deals with problems which have
always faced the younger
generation. People of all ages
should enjoy these films. They
will Qe screened at 7: 30 p.m. in
Gonzaga Aud. Admission is 75
cents for all. The foreign
language films are in the
origi~1. with sub-titles.
Feb. 6 (Tuet):
Ballad of a Soldier
This Rosslan film was made in
1960 by Grigori Chukhrai. It is a
deceptively simple film: underlying it are profound
statements and observations
about the horrors of war. The
hero of this tragic, poetic
"ballad" is an innocent young
soldier during WW II, who earns
a ten-ctay leave to go home to
visit his mother. On the way he
has many adventures which
seem small, but together they
become a cumulative lament for
the disorder, grief, and frustration of people caught up in war.
Time Magazine says: "The best
Russian movie since 1945 - a
vehemently original, beautiful,
humorous, patriotic, sentimental
journey through war-churned
Russia ... "
Feb. 13 (Toes):
Closely walched lTaiDs
This masterpiece from
C:r.echoslovakla won the
Academy Award for Best
Foreign Language Film in 1967.
Jiri Menzel's film is unpretentious, lacking In cinematic

nashiness, and a great work of
understatement. Its subject the experiences of Milos. a 17year-old trainee in a provincial
railway station during the German occupation - seems slight.
But the station represents a
microcosm of the world; it is in
its detailed observations of the
station's inhabitants that the
film derives its richness. The
critic John Simon has written:
"This is a film where everything
works, inclUding that most
dangerous of devices, the shift,
at the last moment, from comedy to tragedy. This piece de
resislance is a comic view of
Czech resistance to the Nazis in
which a bumbling youth
tragicomically comes of age in
sex and war."
Feb. Z1 (Wed):
A'Tasle of Honey
This British film was directed
in 1962 by Tony Richardson and
stars Rita Tushingham. It deals
with the I}fe and loves of a poor
girl growing up in the slums of
London. Stanley Kauffmann has
written about this movie: "A
great deal of this film Is touching
and none of it is boring. The
dialogue is lively, and Richard·
son has his chief triumph in discovering a newcomer named
Rita Tushingham and evoking
from her...a performance that
takes the role from the appealing
theatrical into the privacy of a
child's secrets. She is startling
and thoroughly appealing."
Feb. Z8 (Wed):
The Wild Child
Francois Truffaud directed
this film in 1970. It deals with the
true story of a child who is found
wandering in the forest; he is
wild and savage-like. He is
brought to Paris where Dr. Jean
Itard takes an interest in the
case. Itard is convinced the boy
can be civilized and, with the aid
of his housekeeper, he teaches
the child to think and read. A
critic has writtten: "A moving
and memorable film; the performances are outstanding, especially Jean-Pierre Corgol as
the child... "

ed as "fascinating drama ... with
characters who are not of the
same old shapes."
Leading roles go to Michael
Quinlan who will portray James
Callifer, son of a celebrated nonbeliever. He is persistently
searching to find out Why there is
a nothingness inside him and
why he cannot love people who
are obviously worthy of love,
Jacqueline Reed of Westport
takes the role of Mrs. Callifer,
James' mother. She is determined to keep from her son what
he wants the most to know.
James is assisted in his search
by his niece Anne Callifer,
played by Mary Beth Allwein. In
James' quest he discovers yet
another brother - a priest:
Richard Forsyth will play Fr.
William Callifer. His former
wife Sara (Katherine Mahoney)
only complicates James' situa·
tion as she curiously becomes an
accepted member to the Callifer
family only after James and she
ace divorced.
Commenting on THE
POTTING SHED, director
Robert G. Emerich indicates
that in dealing with the moral
problem of the play, author
Graham Greene offers a solution
"which is neither stock nor simple, ultimately realizing that
simple answers do not exist."
THE POTTING SHED will
run on Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings, February 22,
23. 24; March 1, 2, 3 and 8, 9,
10. Special student rates in addition to group reductions are
available upon request. Curtain
time is 8:30 p.m., and reservations are now being accepted
to assure seating at all performances. Call the Playhouse at
255-5411 for tickets and additional information. THE
POTTING SHED - it all
happened there.

elude the conducting of meetings going to be in trouble. Not only
with the top administrators and that, both Associate Dean
taking care of any necessary cor- Murphy and Assistant Dean
respondence. Thus, the acting Murphy should know about the
president's main concern is with grades. since it's their job to adthose mechanical aspects of the vise ·the student. Part of the
president's activities which reason for estimates is to show
serve to "keep the wheels of the what each professor has been doing and to let the parents know
University turning."
Though he does have the power just where their son or daughter
to initiate new actiVities, Dean stands. "
He added that the proposal
Coughlin stated strongly that he
himself would not want to. He itself stems from the faculty's
has, in fact, tried to avoid in- apparent discontent with taking
volvement with anything new the place of the parents. and
since he feels that this is really summed up the reasoning behind
the duty of the regUlar president his opposition to the proposal
only.
with the idea that the outcome
When questioned as to whether would not be best served, unless
the current lack of a regular the student has a definite way of
president would lead to any im· ascertaining the true extent of
pairment of the efficiency of the his progress.
Emphasizing his willingness to
University'S operations. he expressed his confidence that it give the proposal full considerawould not by saying, "We have tion, however, he suggested that
an operation well-organized and it should be indicated by each
each man in the administration student. when signing up for a
can do his job on his own. The particular course, whether or
whole operation, then, doesn't not he would want a mid-term
just fall apart if one man estimate. But he was careful to
note that such a survey among
leaves."
Yet his role of acting president students might give rise to many
has definitely affected his own new problems, and that these
life in that "there are just that might prove even more difficult
many more minor items to cope to solve than those problems
with." And his new role has also created under the present
shown him the various small, un· system.
dramatic duties which nonetheless must still be performed,
as well as fostering within him
personally a more sympathetic
(Continued From PaRe l)
feeling towards the regular
in
an effort to determine potenpresident.
Viewing the proposed elimina- tial successors to Fr. Mcinnes
tion of estimates for all but who resigned his post as Presi·
freshmen and others that re- dent on January 21. Fr. Mcinnes
quest them, he asserted his first is now President of the Universi·
reaction was one of strong op- ,ty of San Francisco.
On January 15 Mr. Jewitt anposition. "I think the kids are gonounced
that the Board had apIng to lose somethlng because if
the elimination of estimates pointed Rev. James H. Coughlin,
means that the student doesn't S.J., Dean of the Undergraduate
know how he's doing, Olen he's College of Arts and Sciences, to
serve as Acting President until
the Trustees will have
designated a successor to Fr.
Mcinnes.
FInal Meeting Dale Uncertain
Fr. Coughlin. who also serves
(Continued From Page 1)
as secretary of the Board. intest for Government Treasurer. dicated over the weekend that no
According to members of the
Elections Committee no definite date has been deterfor the Board meeting at
students expressed interest in mined
which the new President will be
running for the post, which has named. However, the Trustees
been held for the past year by will gather later In February for
senior Robert Kunces.
their regular quarterly meeting.
Presumably, the appointment and
it is possible that the task of
of a new Treasurer will be made interviewing
the three finalists
by the next President. However, may be completed
by that time.
the appointment will be subject In that event Fairfield may have
to Legislature approval.
a President within the next week
or two.

Search

Elections

DISCOVER

Yale Prof.
To Discuss
Black Lit.
Dr. Charles Davis, chairman
of the Afro-American Studies
Program at Yale University and
a noted lecturer and author, will
s~ak on "The Black Perspective on American Literature"
during the second of the 1972-73
four-part English Department
Lecture Series tonight at 8 p.m.
in the Campus Center Oak
Room.
8,0\'1" ""'Cl;stl W,nlf'l
To 1UCh E..lilll .. PNtt eo.,. Volunteoen: in
Tunill,. Soinoll. Colo"'b~. I,.n, MalaYlia.
ElIIlopia. T..... ,nd the Caribbun.
be US
citi..,... For Inlorn>allon all Otn~ H......t)"'12
:l$4 7l%:l or """txt your pla<>nMal director.

"'..at

HAIRCUTTERS
Get Your Head Together
39 South Pine Creek Rd. Fairfield, Conn.

255-4230
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PresenUy in the midst of its winningesl seJlson in years, the basketball team has
generated-a degree of campus·wide enthusiasm which no other University activity can
rival. But the game's ever-increasing popularity should not be permitted to cloud the
apparent injustices which lie beneath mere scores and statistics.
As at many universities Fairfield's varsity sports, and basketball in particular, have

.

,

-

Legislature Rebuilding Needed
The candidates for this year's elections for Student Government President are
now bringing their campaigns to a close. I have been struck by the differences in the
philosophies which seem to characterize the platforms of this year's candidates and
those candidates who preceded them.
When this year's Senior Class entered Fairfield, Albert Marani was the Student
Government President. The originator of a wora which has come to be bandied about
in every circle of the community - tripartite - Mr. Marini seemed unable to
transform the students' restless spirit into any definite and obtainable goals. Dennis
Gallagher then rode into Fairfield on his white horse, and the strike of Spring 1970
was carried out under his direction.
The liberties and the resolves which resulted from this display of dissatisfaction
by the Fairfield student body brought about much confrontation among the three

elements 01 a supposedly (in spirit, atleasl) tripartite community. The net result
seemed to be discouragement on the part of many with regard to the possibilities for
true equal interaction among the various sectors at Fairfield. Following Mr.
Gallagher's terril, Steven Donner, or "Dormant Donner" as many preferred to call
him, assumed the reins of power. Following a year in which some people cited the
Fine Arts .Department's Evenings of Music series as his most significant accomplishment, Mr. Donner departed in a typical, uneventful manner.
Mr. Mednick assumed the Presidency after Mr. Donner, amid much talk of bringing back to Fairfield the spirit which Dennis Gallagher had instilled some time
before. "Confrontation politics" became the name of the game again, but this time
there was no spirit motivating the confrontation. Steven Mednick's term seemed filled with indecision and with unreaHzable goals. While purporting to be defending student rights, Mr. Mednick's administration widely overspent its allotted budget. In
addition, the spirit of tripartite seems to have given in to the prophets of doom who
claimed several years ago that it bad no chance of success.
This year, the student sector of the community is presented with two candidates
who claim to be interested in working "for" the students in a governing capacity.
Little emphasis, however, seems directed toward the Student Legislature and its
role as a viable means of airing student interests. All too often Legislature meetings
seem to be futile and membership on the Legislature has come to be viewed with
amusement, at the .very least.
The question, it seems to me, is not to elect a candidate who will work for the
ludents as an emperor. The "hero" image once popular at Fairfield, the man who
;an rally the forces behind him as he marches in protest up to Bellarmine Hall, is
lOW absent. It is time for the President of the Student Government to work with the
,tudents and their elected representatives, not to rule as a dictator in a cozy political
circle of intimates.
-Kevin Curtin

Harrison for President
Last week's Student Government Primary somewhat sharpened the race for Student Government President. The students who voted rejected the most conservative
candidate and opted for the two that offer more progressive platfofl1).s. In this situation the obvious candidate is Ed Harrison.
Harrison has run a low key campaign in relation to the spirited campaign of his opponent. But he has had the courage to come out and say, "1 can't do this job alone
and I won't make false promises." This type of forthrightness is pleasing in the face
of the bluster of cheap promises of fonner years. Harrison also brings to the position
some experience for administraation. While professing a lack of expertise in many
areas, he seems to have the capability to appoint competent persons to the administrative posts he will be asked to fill. His opponent, unfortunately, has continued
to associate his campaign with a particular group of persons whose togetherness
smacks of the cliqUishness the student government should avoid.
Harrison's plan to localize student government monies is quite sound. However the
prospects for bringing about his goal in this academic year are dim in view of the
fact that the government has less than 4,000 dollars in unallocated funds. However, it
is hoped that the lack of finances will not deter Harrison from beginning some badly
needed programs to regenerate lost initiative for real progress in the university. He
is quite right when he says students do not have the power to change the academic
structure. But their power does lie in demonstrating the need and the desire for
change. These desires must be channeled in an organized fashion through the student
government.
Will Harrison succeed? That answer is unclear but presently he remains the stu-

dent body's best choice.
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team, for example, receive not only free tuition, room and board, books, laundry I and

payment of fees, but other benefits sqch as spending money on road trips as well.
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fostered systems whereby athletes are often tendere<I priveleges which border on
professionalism and are accorded to few other students. Members of the basketball

Moreover, it is no secret that a player in academic difficulty or one desiring a choice
room in one of the new dormitories will be .given priveleged opportunities to which no
"ordinary" student can aspire.
Strangely, the highest academic awards, Presidential and Headmaster scholarships,
offer only full tuition to their recipients. Are the material inequities separatmg the A
student from the basketball star an indi.cation of where this University's priorities lie?
What too of the students who serve in University volunteer programs with neither
recompense nor recognition? In many cases they give more of their time to activities
outside the classroom than the athlete does. Anti often their efforts, though hardly
headline news, are of more value.
To deny the importance and worth of basketball at Fairfield would be foolish. But to
glorify it to the point where its participants can, if they wish, assume the air of a
"priveleged elite" can be detrimental.
It is to the credit.of most of the players that they take part in the game because they
enjoy it and not because the injustice of the system affords them a status above others.
Has not the time come, though, when other University activities, often of a far more
worthwhile character, should be accorded equal prominence and recognition?
. Robert ByrD
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Letters
Moving Day

"Fairfield Style"
To the Editor:
Amid much rubble aod filth,
the "Julie Hall girls" were
relocated to Northwest II as or
January 21. This controversial
and generally unwelcomed move
was worsened by a number of
factors controlled. or rather uncontrolled, by the University.
Primarily, the boys or
Northwest II were not obligated
to move out or their fonner
rooms until "anytime - on the
21st". Many girls arrived at
Northwest only to rind their new
rooms in a state or chaos and
ruin. This was especially tryi"l

Concerts

Open Wed.
With Quog
Next Wednesday evening,
February 14, Eric Salzman composer, author, music critic,
lecturer in music and leader or
contemporary music events win bring bis QUOO MUSIC
THEATER to Ute Oak Room at
8:15, opening tbe longanticipated EVENINGS OF
MUSIC series. QUOO bas beer!
derined a, tbe rint "total"
music theater to integrate the
resources
classical, aVaalgarde, electronic and pop mlllic
with contemporary theatrical,
audio and video technology to
produce new, relevant
tbeater/music/media forms.
The perfonnance will include exercises, games, improvisations,
a video demonstration and
audience participation.
StlXlenls are reminded that admission to aU EVENINGS OF
MUSIC is free with JftSeDtation
or lD cards.

and unrair because the girls had
been rorced to clear their Julie
,ooms completely before leaving
ror the semester break.
This led to another problem;
the University allowed: girls to
leave trunks, luggage. rumiture.
etc. in the Julie lounge so that it
could be moved to a locked
storage room in Northwest. 1)!e
belongings were transported to
the Northwe$t Bike room, but
the girls were not able to pick up
and move their things until late
Monday afternoon, because no
one had the key to the Bike
room. This left many girls
without their sheets, towels,
clothes. and other generally
nec5S8ry items.
Also, the R.A.s were not reo
qwred to arrive until late Sunday
afternoon, which left the girls to
fare for themselves as to where
to get new keys and other
"moving" problems.
Finally, everyone was seWed
in. SO on Wednesday the %Jth (actually Thursday the 26th) a12:oo
a.m., Northwest had its
"Welcome Home" fire drill
t raise alann) - quite an experience ror the new dwellers of
Northwest II, since Julie Hall
had NEVER had a raise alann.
And they call this real-world living. All in all. the University
handled this diUicult situation in
its usual inimitable fashion.
Veronica E. Wright
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Happy
Birthday
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edUC8t.Jon and cheatmg. ~t lS, mO,re a ~Iem of the ~JS.te.m 10
the higher the education of which It eXists lhan an IIldlVldual
How do you come out on the parents, the less the ~ting.
prob~em Pressure" status, etc.
cheating test" Answer the
John Raymond exanuned eJ:. all Incorporated In tbl! peer
.
:..
.
, ·b t
.
follovnng questions WIth either pressed morals of cheatmg and g~o:up, ,con fl . U e to an tncheating behavior. The following dlvlduals cheatmg. I~ somehow
often, sometimes or never:
1. Do you bring a cheat sheet question was asked with five we can Jet general disapproval
into a test?
possible responses from strongly of cheating by peer groups then
2. Do you give answers on a agree to strongly disagree: the individual should disappro~e
test?
"Students are morally obliged also. One of the uses of these fm, Do you take answers on a not to cheat." Twenty of the 59 dings would be to establish an
onl to bu·1d
er
! a
test?
students agreed With this state- II."I"U~ ",:-.....:: In
4. Do you plagarize term ment - 13 (44~) of the foundation of ~r group disap_~ 0' parts of tenn pa.....
sophomores and 7 (%3.3~) of the proval of cheating. The honor
par
-~
r - ~'.
. .
code ha. been
3. Do you look at a test semon. ~ cheating behaVIor
s
very successful at
beforehand?
and. cheating morals were eJl:o many scb6ols, particularly small
6_My friends and I talk about aJllin:ed ~etber,. there was a schools.
How do stusdents who cheat
ways to cheat.
relationship. That IS the stronger
7. My friends willingly give me the ~grement "ilh tbe a!'ti- feel about ~Ives? George
tenn papers.
cheating statement, the less like- Groom examrmned self respect
8. I will help out my friends in Iy a student will cheat. .
and c:beating behavior. He de~lDa test if they need help.
Raymond also ex.arruned at- ed self respect as "folloWIng
9. My friends help me out in a tiludes towards an bonors one's own ideals and values and
. . .In dec"·Ion rna kl ng (1'
test if I need help.
system. H ere, a surprising
ee Ing you
10. I confide with my friends difference between seniors and ~de the right decision aecorbeforehand on how to give me sophomores appeared. For ding to these va.lues. He f~lt that
sophomores, tbe lower the the more cheating behaVIor, the
answers during a test.
Now, score 1 for every often; 2 cheating behavior, the more like- lower the feelings of self
for sometimes and 3 for never. Iya student favored and would resp~et ..He found a strong
What is your total score? How do abide by the booor sys~em. For re~tionshlp between the two
you compare with 59 students sen iors, tbere wa s no ,,:arlables a.mon~ sophomores but
who answered the questions last relationship betweeu the two. little relationships .between ~If
spring in a research project Raymond's conclusion .was that respect and. cheating behavIOr
designed by sociology majors. ~ I<!"ger students are In the un- amo.ng ~nlOrs. ~room sumFollowing are the results of the Ive~ty, ~e st":'Oger become mantes, .By th~ tlme students
30 seniors and 29 sophomores, ~elr cheating habits and the less reach their seillor. year, ~ey
chosen by availability likely they are to follow an honor haveac::eeptedcheatmgbehaVlor
procedures.
system. They. h~ve b.een too as norma~ and it no !?nger
thoroughly SOCialized mto the affects their self respect.
values and activities of peers to
William Richards look..~ at the
Often (10-13)
change. 'J'!1e p~ce ~ start .the effec~ of pe~nal religIOn on
sometimes (16-25)
change IS With Incoming cheatmg behavior. He found a
never (25-30)
Freshmen.
strong relationship between the
Total
This finding ~s substantiated two. That i.s,. the stronge~ the
Sophomores
Seniors
by J 0 ~ nOR 0 u r kwh 0 personal religion, the less likely
no. %
no. %
hypothesized that ~r group t~at a student ~il~ ~hea~.
• 13
1 4.5
accep.tance of .cheatlng affects Richards su!'?s up h~s findings ~n
18 62
cheat~ng behavior. He analy~ a bold way. One.thmg from thl~
"3 10T1
questions 1 - 5 on the cheating study looms glanngly apparent,
10 34.5
30100
test as a mesaure of individual a !ot o! students ~t Fai.rfield
29100
behavior and questions 6 -10 as a Un~verslty are che~tmJ" Wlth?Ut
An item in Time MapuDe, measure of peer acceptance or try.mg to sound. pnggtsh, I. fmd
September 9, 1966 about a non-aeceptanceofcheating.THe thiS very disconcerting.
ReIigioo, was ~bliJbed ~ my
national survey noted that 66~ of found the followinc:
L Teo students said that they stady as bavlng a deflnU
adu.lts surveyed; reported
cheating in school at one time or would never give or take negative correlation with
011 a test. or these 10, cheating. Being religious is no~ a
another. 'Ibis is similar to our
sopbomore group. Perhaps baH said that they would help out coocept that goes down easily
because they are more honest, friends: if they need help on a with a £OOd many of my modern
73~ of the clergy and 78% of the test. This indicates that baH of peers, but I do think that the
teachers sampled said that they the people wbo normally ethics of the Christian religion
wouldn't cheat, would cheat to have merit and perhaps theIe (ill
had cheated.
an appropriately secular fonns
WHA.T AFFECTS CHEATING help our their friends.
2. 41 students said that they itt order to be in "tune with the
BEHAVIOR? This is the questioo whicb the seven sociology sometimes give answers 011 a times") should be stressed a
majors examined_ They were tesL Of tbese 41, 21 said that they good deal more than they are in
John Raymood, George Groom, oftn give answen to friends on our primary schools.
Next, a fuller report of the
Stephen Tbibaut, John O'Rourke, a test.
3. 19 students said that they relationship of religion to
William Richards, Donald
Richardson and Tim McEndy. .ever plagiarize tenD papers. 8 cbeating behavior will be
The students ezamined the of this lSI said that their friends p~ted as analyzed by Donald
relationsbip betweell various somdimes or oflnl give them Richardson.
Dr. BardlI, • member of lite
socio-economic factors and tenn papers.
O'Rowt concludes by saying, SodoIocY DepartlDfSt of Faircheating behavior in an attempt
to iincover some causal factors "Cheating seems to me to be field.
and, maybe !Of1le IOlutioos to
this major academic problem.
U)'OII WUlt as yoU" Shdeat AnoclaliH Pruidetllsomee.e . .
Tim McEndy found no
will be mOlt c.eened wldl Day To Day Shldeat affain...
relationship between father's or
mother's occupation and
c:beating behavior. However, he
did find a strong relationship
ELECT
between father'. education and
cheating and a "uy.strong
relationship between mother's
By Dr. Geaevieve Bvcll
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Legislature
(Continued From Pagt' 2)
remedy tbis error on the part of
Miss Wilson, the Senate approved legislation that would
waive all election code
procedures this year but would
postpone the election date from
Tuesday February 6 until Thun-day February 8 to allow time for
printing and displaying the
ballots to be used in Thursday's
election.
In further action the
Legislature passed a series of
amendments to the Student
Government Constitution.

A,.. Early
Happy Volentine's

To J.L.C.
With Love

AHLBERG

By Rev. Guald FbulelU, S.J.
If

sitivity already had in certain
areas while going on to acquire a

ago, June

sensitivity in new areas. We may

~~\r ~Id~~ l:~n~ttha~~

tures, of an environment, (or the
living of the Christian faith. Suppose we were to take John's
words. "If someone who has the
riches of this world sees his
brother in need and closes his
heart to him, how does the love
of God abide in him?" 11 In.
3:171, and ~pply ~e,!" !'ot onl.y to
ourselves \II our IDdlVldu~1 hves
but to our lawns and natl?n and
to the other d~veloped nallo.ns of
the world which control eighty
percent of the world's wealth.
though they are only twenty percent of its pop~lation. Wouldn't
we have to admit that ~e belong
Lo a man-made environment
which does not abide in Goers
love? We ca:nnot simply accept
such an environment.
We (eel ~elpless. ~eligion ends
~here busl!'ess begms. and ~nvlronment I~ th~ se~se o~ socl~1
structures IS tied m With big
business. But perhaps the first
step in the overcoming of this
feeling of helplessness has been
taken by our becoming sensitive
in this area. It may tai.e awhile
before this sensitivity will
translate itself into action. but
its presence in us is progress.
For we at least know now that
religion does not end where
business begins, that our faith
has implications for all the
structures of our lives, whether
social or economic. We are
beginning to see that our lives,
insofar as they are Christian.
become one piece" that there is a
g~adual assimi!ation of .a~1 the
dlrrerent areas lDto one VISton of
human life.
As ~e C?"tinue into this new
year, It might be good for us to
ask OLIrselves whether or not. our
fait~ is not calli~g us to more
radical ~emands m many areas
of our hves. The road back, or
better, forward. to the poor, genlie Jesus whom we call the
prince of peace may be longer
a~ steeper than we had first im-

A year and ~ ~

1971, at the ~rdlnation ceremony
I be b1 t
t·' 11'_ lh
of the Jesuits of Maryland and no
a e 0 pu I a "'6e er,
N
York held
Fordha
but all anyone can ask of us is a
~ .,'
al
. m decent eHart.
Umve~lty schapel, the Cardmal
Perha s the im rtance of
Archbishop of ~ew York was
.
p. I nd po
.
_
refu~the ::t~n~ or pe~c~~ ~:O~mS::~:been~::' de:U
one
~
Jus 0 al
area for us who call ourselves
lt
~
theAP'~~~~nl
. lh wa,'b shoc~~ Calholies After all it is less than
mg
o.ca ..a s
e
OUsallU
.
.I
bo had
'tnessed't a hundred years since the
~~d~ in dirr::ent way;. a~aranceofthefirstsociale,!Som
lh
cychcal Renm Novanm Until
e were angry - among e m "
.
some o( the ordinands. Some then, at least in the immed.ia~
thoogbt that the
. t'.
past of the Church, the emphaSis
was valid but his ~~ ~f I~~: had ~n o~ the individual's
d I
Oth
growth In holiness. We cannot aI:~r~ ~i~ ~Yi=~'s welle~: !ord to lose our sensitivity ~ the
·th the eho' of the rd· r
Importance of that emphasIs. It
~Iremony a~~n app~ri~':: ~_ is true, but we are growing more
tin g for its esentation
sensitive to the faet that it must
The ·
pr
r
.
tbe be balanced by an awareness of
Issue was 0. course
TIl
t
T
the significance of social struccou1d ~ot eJl:ehange the greeting
of
ce with him unless he
ro~sed to resi as milita
~icar of the armJJforces of o~
count
The Cardinal was as
concil~tory as possible without
romisin his resi
tion He
~id thatghis annuaP::ip t~ the
soldiers in Vietnam should not be
viewed as an approval of the war
but only as an expression of his
priestly concern (or the men involved in that war and committed to his care as a chaplain
It ended there. The greeting wa~'
not exchanged. even though the
Cardinal offered his hand
What to think of sU~h an
episode? The Cardinal came orr
very well indeed. The new priest
less so. And yet ...
Perhaps the pain of such an incident was neCessary or at least
useful in moving some of us who
saw it to a fresh look at war as a
Christian problem. We may not
have liked the disruption of a
sacred service but would we
have faced or even seen the
problem without this kind of con- •
rrontation? Six months later the
same Cardinal spoke the following words in a Christmas homily
at Bethlehem:
"Let us then work for justice
in tbeworld so that the nations of
the earth will be moved to draw
back from ominous arms races
and unbalanced concentration on
the tools of war from the
terrifying prolif~ration of
nuclear weapons and from
senseless quarrels and insane
hatreds."
Would the Cardinal have
spoken such words if there
hadn't been a few Berrigans and
Meyers? We know how much we
owe to our environment. What
would the Cardinal's sermon
have been if bis own recent environmenthad not included these
anti-war elements?
The radicals of every movement serve to sensitize us in
areas in which we have been
previously dull. A.nd each age
has its dull areas. The trick,

a~lned.

Fr. FiDDegaD is the UDiversity's
Catholic chaplain. He is also a
bousemalter oa GOD18ga I.
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Smokin' Stag Express at MSG
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RALPH REHN SHOWS "STAG" DETERMINATION IN SEQUENCE ACTION AGAINST THE UNIV. OF DETROIT. FAIRFIELD WON IN DOUBLE OVERTIME_
By Toay Mixeas

A steamrolling Stag Express
cleared the tracks of two 12-40p.
ponents in action against
Fordham and Detroit last week.
A so-called "upset" of City foe
Fordham 68-~7 conducted Fair·
field to a later in the week double
overtime victory over Detroit.
67-63.
Early Lead Agaln.t Fordham
Dave Bradley timed the
follow-up exactly as the 6'9"
center went up and over
Fordham's Daryl Brown to tip in
a missed shot for the first basket
of the night. George Groom,
some 20 seconds later, drove in
for the second basket giving the
Stags a sure lead they never
relinquished.
Ralph Rehn, relying on a three
inch height advantage, took the
Rams' Frank Heyward inside
and ended up with 9 points at
halftime. Groom swished the
nets for 10 in pacing the Stags to
a 25--20 halftime lead.
In the first stanza Fordham
had employed a full court zone
press that forced the Stags to
commit 11 turnovers. in an
attempt to offset its own poor
25% field goal shooting. Ken
Charles. Fordham's All·
American candidate. was held in
check by the Fairfield zone
defense being limited to just
seven points.
Rams Pull To Witbln One
Kevin Moriarty and Charles
connected on two jumpers at the
outset of the second period to
pull Fordham to within one. 25-24. Coach Barakat found the key
to the troublesome Ram press by
sending Bradley deep behind the
last line of Fordham's press. The
result: four unanswered Stag
layups, three by Bradley, and a
score of 33-24. Fordham Coach
Hal Wissel concentrated on sto~
ping Groom in the second half,
which the Ram five did accomplish. But in the meantime.
with Groom draWing tight out-

,

side coverage, Fairfield
capitalized on the less clustered
area in and around the low post.
John Ryan looked for both Ray
Kelly and Rogers inside and the
two combined for Z2 second half
points, of which just two points
came from outside of ten feet
away. With the one exception of
an altercation between Brown
and Rehn which resulted in
Brown's rejection and Rehn's reopening of.a 10 stitch cut below
his eye the Stags lead was never
threatened.
Rogers 14 points and II
rebounds highlighted Fairfield's
attack. Kelly finished with 14
and Bradley notched 10, all in the
second stanza.
The two game leaders, Charles
in points with 18 and 6'8" Paul
Griswold in rebounds with 14,
were a two man team as they
Jacked support and had to complement each other. Charles
finished second for the Rams
with 7 rebounds and Griswold in
scoring with 8 points.
Stag Express Riding
H1gb for Detroil Till
With Mr. Mo Mentum sitting
on the Fairfield side, hard to put
a~ay Det~oit became the Stags'
thIrd straIght prominent victim.
Kelly's spinning layup, assisted
by Ryan. and resultant foul shot
completeda three point play with
~ seconds left and gave Fair.
field Its eventual margin of vic.
tory. four points. in the 67-63 double (, .ertime thriller over
Detroit.
Down by a 2616 score late in
the first haU, the Stags hit for six
unanswered points with th~
minutes remaining to close to
within 26-22 at the inlennission.
Rehn and Rogers, both with six.
paced Fairfield in the first stanza that saw a total of 16 tur·
novers committed and poor
shooting (37%) by both teams.
Detroit's lead rose to eight, 3830, when the Titians' Gerald
Smith. Owen Wells and Chester
Wilson catching the Stags off.

,

,

guard underneath the hoop.
Fairfield, conscious of the 7'0"
Smith, sagged inside and doubleteamed the big fella. Although
Smith kept going to the hoop, he
became less effective, and the
Stags were able to silence the
Titians at 44 points from the 8:16
mark to Wells' driving layop
with only nine seconds remain·
ing.
Fairfield's inability to hit from
the line, just 17·33 for the game,
denied the Stags any opportunity
of wrapping It up during the 8minute absence of a single
Titians' point. After Wells'
clutch hoop, a counter by Groom
along the Stag baseline missed
and the contest went into the
first overtime.
Ryan's denected steal went to
Bradley, who relayed it to the
speeding Ryan for a layup and a
5$.SS M!ad wilb a minute left.

Fairfield rebounded a missed
Detroit shot and tried to run out
the clock. Bradley was fouled
with 16 seconds remaining, but
missed the first shot in the bonus
situation. Consequently, Detroit
was given a second life and
Smith's short jumper sent the
contest into another five minute
overtime period.
Keeping their composure and
poise, the Stags settled down and
took advantage of the Titians'
uneasiness. Ryan knocked the
ball away from Qetroit's Tom
MarsbtoTomDuffY,andRogers
soared into the air to swipe an
errant pass before Kelly hit
three-point game icer.
Fairfield hit a respectable 45%
from the field in comparison to
. Detroit's 35%. The Titians out·
rebounded the Stags, 41·36, 011
the strength of Smith's gamehigh total of 14. Rosen' paced

Fairfield with 9 caroms as every
Stag that saw action, including
the Stags' small giant, 6'0" Jerry
Lademan, pulled down at least
two.
UNIVERSITY OF
DETROIT - &3
FG FT TP
Smith
~
~ 15
Thomas
4 0 8
Wells
7 0 14
Marsh
6 2 14
Wilson
3 6 12
TOTALS
25 13 l\3
FAIRFIELD .f7
FG FT TP
3 0 6
Bradley
~
2 12
Rose"
1 0 2
lluIry
Groom

Ryan
Rehn
Kelly
Backfish
TOTALS

1 1~
3 7
4 10
5 11
2 •
25 17 ~
7
2
3
3
1

Crossword Puzzle
Jeanne Zailckas, a junior
transfer from Newton College of
the Sacred Heart. Boston. attributed her successful entry to
"an interest in Fairfield sports,
and to the able assistance of Will
Mraz. ,. "The hard questions,"
she said. "such as the Pistons'
coach and the soccer call could
be deduced if one worked around
the difficult fill·ins. ,.
In relation to the prizes, the
pretty psych. major mentioned
an affinity towards Scotch, and
was elated over the fact that the
Potting Shed's opening night
production faUs on her twentyfirst birthday.
(Continued on Page 7\
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AGAINST THE BACKDROP OF THE GARDEN· Phil Rogers la~ a big hook during 67-63 triumph
over Titans.

_
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Stag Sideline
_ • •·.,

8y Tony Mixcus _ _. , . _. ._ _• •

How does the OPPOSition defense against a vociferous, partisan
Stag crowd? Not too successfully, I would imagine, considering
Fairfield's HI home court record.
"It was so loud out there I couldn't communicate with my
players." protested Fordham coach Hal Wissel. "Even in the
timeout huddles I had to repeat my instructions several times."
Credit the big assist to ..."The turnout is the best I've ever seen,"
mentions veteran Tom Duffy, "and I think the key to the S!t0
crowds has been the institution of the athletic fee this year makmg
it easier for the students to become involved."

Winning is the Key
Winning is what its all about. It has a po.....er within itseU which
seems to draw everyone involved closer together. How much in·
volved can a crowd actually become in affecting the outcome of a
game?
"The Fordham game," said George Groom, "was the one in
which momentum really swung our way. Arter the ovation Ralph
Rebn got when he returned from the dressing room, we felt we had
a job to do, and we did it."

Psychological Factor

J

SPIRIT I NOT JUST "SPIRITS" • are in evidence as the gang from the Red Rocket celebrate a
successful trip to Madison Square Garden.

Face Iana
(Continued From Page 8'
• Gaskins Unhappy
Gaskins expected life to be
easy at Holy Cross after an outstanding high school career, but
the coUege atmosphere was a bit
tougher than he expected. As a
result, he openly expressed his
displeasure with the college and
Blaney replied with his dis·
pleasure of Gaskins, making for
an "ideal" situation.
The Crusaders hold an 8·4
series edge despite an 86-82 Fair·

field win last season, a game in
which captain George Groom
netted a record 18 field goals and
38 points.
lona should prove to be a good
game for Stag fans to cheer at.
The Gaels started the season in
fine fashion, winning four of
their first six outings. but have
since dropped eight straight for a
4-10 mark. The New team will be
hosting Niagara Saturday prior
to their Monday date.
Three of the team's losses
have come at the hands of St.
Peter's (76-70), Seton Hall, (91-

90) and 51. Francis of New York

(72-68), three teams which the
Slags conquered rather handily.
The starting quintet of the
Gaels is composed of 6-1 senior
Jim Riches (15.0) and 5-11
freshman Dennis Bange (4.3) at

guards. 6-7 junior Ray Hyland
(13.0) and 6-4 senior Gary
Torigian (12.0) at forwards and
6-10 junior Bernie Socha (8.0) at
center.
lona enjoys a 12.8 edge in the
series standing between the two
schools despite a 7$-66 Stags' win
last year.

Applause, cheering and all-around support can many times affect
a player more than an emotion·releasing fan realizes.
Oh, When The Stags ... Go Marching. "One really becomes
psyChed when you rush from the locker room out into a packed gym
with 3600 fans pulling for you. The support is just fantastic!" Dave Bradley.
Go Stags Go! "The cheers," adds John Ryan, "influence our
movement on offense, and when we find an open man and come up
with a great play, the crowd response is tremendous."

Fans Chant NIT
Some two thousand loyal Stag fans turned out

to see last week's
thrilling victory over Detroit at the Garden. Ray Kelly, whose three
point play clinched Fairfield's win. talked about the chant started
by the fans near the end of thegame: the one containing those three
simple letters, N.J.T.
"Good cheering crowds attract the NJT selectors," he said in
reference to a pro-Fairfield article in Monday's N.Y. Post, "and
the support we received In New York City helps our cause a great
deal. ..
Cognizant o( both our perfect record at home and their quest for
an NIT bid, Ralph Rehn feels the recent home stand has given us
confidence: a confidence that will "help us prove that weare a good
ballclub, not only at home but also on the road."

Nothing Bllt Victories At Home

•

Winning seemingly has become a way of life at Fairfield. The
players not only want another victory, but the fans are beginning to
expect one every game.
As Jerry Lademan put it, "the factor of this home winning streak
has made each game become bigger than the preceding one."
Although popular following at home basketball games, receives
no recognition in the "official scorebook," both Fairfield and their
opposition are aware of it. With five of the remaining eight games
in the F .U. gym, the Stags should have the advantage, over their opponents of ....Here We Go Fairfield, Here We Go!

Battle Fordham Fri.

IcemenHold Down
Second Despite Loss
TWO BIG SPECIAL NIGHTS AT STEAK & BREW
STEAK MONDAY. Monday nights are a
Steak Party! Our regular medium
•
boneless sirloin, usually $5.35.

$3 95

ROAST BEEF TUESDAY. Tuesday nights
are Roast Prime Ribs of Beef nights.
Usually $5.25.

$3•95

Both nights' prices include all the salad you can make. loaves and
loaves of bread and draught beer or red wine. or sangrial Other
dishes from $3.50. What do you wear? It's always an infonnal party
at Steak & Brew.
Bonqll.t•••dlldlld. "loy MIl be liNd wuh ony olhe, Steak & B.ew promollon.

RIVERSIDE
1050E. PuinamAve.
(203) 637·4339

SOUTHPORT

1849 E. State St.
(203) 259-8329

By Debbie Moagillo
Tomorrow night, the Stag
Icemen encounter the Rams of
Fordham University in the first
home contest of the semester.
The teams will face-off at 9: l~
p.m. at the Wonderland of Ice in
Bridgeport.
Fairfield possesses a 6-4·0
record following last week's 3--2
loss to Nassau Community
College, last years' Metropolitan
Intercollegiate Hockey League
champions. The Stags currently
bold second place in the M.I.H.L.
Western Division, one point
ahead of the University of
Bridgeport. lona College is
currently in first place in the
Western Division of the M.I.H.L.
with an 8-2·1 record.
Focdham iD Play Off CoateaUoa
Fordham is coming Into
tomorrow's game with a 3·7-1
record, and fourth position in the
MJ.H.L. West. This is the first
season that the Rams have been
in contention for a berth in
the play--offs. Fordham's cause
was aided in last week's 4-4 tie
with the University of
Bridgeport in a hot·tempered
match that resulted in fights
both on the ice and in the locker
room.
Fairfield met Fordham earlier
in the season in a contest at
Riverdale, New York, where the
Stage won by a.score of 7·1. Next
Wednesday, February 14, the
Icemen will face Brooklyn
College in a cootest at Coney
Island, New York. This will be a
key game for Fairfield, since
Brooklyn and C.C.N.Y. are
currently tied for £irst place in
the Eastern Division of the
M.l.H.L., each possessing a 10-22 record. Brooklyn has become a

new power
,,,,,,on.

in the League this

PeDalty Sbot DoWDS Icemen
Last week at the Nassau
Colliseum in Uniondale, New
York, the Stags skated to a 3-2
loss to Nassau, prior to an NHL
between
the
Chicago
Blackhawks and the New York
Islanders.
The Lions of Nassau opened
the scoring with a goal in the
first period.
In the second
period, the Lions increased their
lead to 2"(), but Mike Redden
scored the Stag's first goal to
close up Nassau's lead. A
successful penalty shot by
Nassau against Stag goalie Ed·
die Palma gave them a decisive
edge in the match. The penalty
shot was awarded as a result of a
Stag defenseman throwing his
stick in an attempt to thwart an
oncoming Nassau offense.
In the third period, the Stags
attempted to rally with a goal by
Tom Cohan, assisted by Joe
Flynn, but the.team was unable
to produce any more goals, in
spite of the fact that they outshot
the Lions by a wide margin.

-

Puzzle

(Continued From Page6)

Response to the puzzle was
overwhelming as 19 students
participated during the first two
days of the contest. The follow·
ing students submitted correct
entries: Mike D'Andrea, Chuck
Ferraro and Jim Casey, Henry
Winecher, Jerry "JIurphy, Donna
Schinella, Bill Merritt, John
Balint, Jack Bopp, and Terry
Foran.

----
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Stags Leave Peacocks
Colorless; Win 106-70
By Tony Mixclis
Shooting out of the second-half

"gates" like thoroughbred
racehorses, r~airfield ran away
with a lQ6..70 victory over St.
Peter's last Saturday. The
Stags. up 38-27 at halftime,
erupted for 36 points in less than
eight minutes of play at the outset of the second stanza while
holding the Peacocks to just
nine.
Grab Early Lead
George Groom's jumper three
minutes into the game put Fairfield on top, 5-4. From then on,
especially in the second half, it
was not a question of who was
going to win but Fairfield by
how much.
Although the Peacocks held a
first period rebound advantage
of 27-18, the Jersey team shot a
dismal 26 per cent from the field
while committing 19 turnovers.
6'11" Juan Jiminez used his size
and weight under the boards

to

score 11 points and grab 11
rebounds.
Fairfield paced by Groom's 14
points shot 4a per cent from the
£Ioor, but managed to throw
away 13 other opportunities.
The key to the second half rout
had to be the machine-like,
precision-made fastbreak of
Fairfield. From rebounding to
outlet passes to the resulting
basket. the Stags worked as a
cohesive unit. Out of a total of 42
FG's made, a team record of 36
assists were handed out.

New Assist Record

sive output of the season.
Reeords Fall
Highlighting a superb recordbreaking Fairfield performance
would have to be the 8 point, 14
assist effort turned in by Johnny

Rogers hit the boards for 10 in
pacing the Stags and received
support from Dave Bradley with
seven and from Tom Duffy, Bob
Bogad and Ralph f:{ehn with six
apiece.
•

-----------------------------Peter's FAIRFIELD - 106
SI.

70

FG FT TP
Anderson
Fuller
Wise
Cierski
Jiminez
Sires
Baker
Sarto
Klos
Burch
Totals

2 '0

2
1

4
a 13
~ 12
0 2

4

3 11

4

6 0 12
1 3 5
102

o
o
21

7
2

7
2

28

70

._------------Ryan. The
junior broke his
6'0"

own season's record, of assists
(129) of a year ago, by two. Ryan
is handing out an average of 8.2
assists per game.
Scoring 68 points points in the
second half is an unofficial Fairfield team record for points in a
half. The Stags blistered the nets
for 66 per cent from the field in
the second period to total S9 per
cent for game surpassing the old
Fairfield team field goal per
cent record of .S64 set last year
against Fairleigh Dickinson.
Groom hit on 11-18 from the
floor in attaining his game-high
24 points. The Stags took over the
team rebound total, SI-46, as the
PeacOCks' 6'11" Jiminez only
grabbed one in the second half to
finish with a game-high 12
followed on St. Peter's by 6'7"
Rich Fuller with seven. Phil

Groom
Bogad
Bradley
Rogers
Ryan
Duffy
Lademan
Kelly
Rehn
Morina
FermegJia
Scott
Rhaburn
Totals

FG FT TP
11 2 24
1 1 3
3 0 6
5 0 10
, 2 8
•

I

I
6
4
2

• 6
2 14
6 14
0 •
2 2
0 2
0 2

o
1
1

•

42 22 106

----
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OH NO YOU DON'T! - Greg Scott humbles the Peacocks' Tom
Burch's request for two points as Ray Kelly (10). Jerry Lademan
(4). Herb Rhaburn (42), and Bob.Bogad (22) watch in awe.

Stags Take to the Road In
Contests Against H.C. & lona
By Jerry D6Pleuo
Sports bfonn.tloD D6r~lor

The Fairfield University
basketball team, enjoying plenty
of success as of late, hit the road
this weekend for a pair of crucial
contests towards a possible postseason tournament berth.
The Stage. 11-5 prior to
Wednesday's game at St.
Bonaventure, will visit
Massachusetts for the first time
this season to tangle with Holy

Cross Salurday before visiting
lana on Monday.
The Crusaders, who will bring
an 8-11 record against the Stags,
have dropped their last three
outings. succumbing to Boston
University, 7s-66; Temple, 79-65;
and Massachusetts, 78-71. The
Holy Cross five has also lost to
Colgate, 81-68, and Fordham, 6260, a pair of Stags' victims, while
posting an 82-71 decision over
Boslon College.
First-year coach George

Blaney has an explosive starting
lineup with four players averaging in twin figures, but public
relations within the team has not
been rosy as of late.
Gene Doyle, the 6-8 senior
center who has shaven his beard
of a year ago, paces the
Crusaders with an 18.5 scoring

J.V. Stags Ruffle Peacocks
By 1 After Shearing Ra:ms

JobD Ryan

By Peter P. Berardioo
This past week the Fairfield
Stags played two squeakers
against the Rams of Fordham
and the Peacocks of St. Peter's.
They were victorious on both.accounts. The scores were Jr.
Stags 61, Fordham Sf; and Stags
69, S1. Peter's 68.

A hard to penetrate matchup
zone defense employed by Fairfield forced the Peacocks to take
shots from longer range. The
Stags numerous faslbreak
baskets also made St. Peter's
alter their game plan from a run·
ning to a set-up team offense.
Both Coach Barakat and
Peacock Coach Bemie Ockene
substituted freely in the lopsided
affair. as 13 of 14 Stags participated in their highest offen-

In the Fordham game,
Fordham was ahead 29-28 at the
intermission. Fordham was led
by AI Dunker, who had 16 points
and 6 rebounds, as the Baby
Rams (or Lambs) searched for
the green pasture on the spane
mountjain. It was a combination
of things that kept the Stags
from being ram-rodded out of
the gym. Fairfield shot 13-17
from the floor, while Fordham
was 12 for 36. The 13 defensive

,-
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TWO OF t4 POINTS - by George Groom helped the Slags up their
record to 11·5 after a 11)6.70 victory over St. Peter's.

rebounds kept the Stags in the
contest. The ten offensive
rebounds by the Jesuits from
Rose Hill and the 14 turnovers by
the red and white from Fairfield
County was the main reason why
the Baby Rams had the lead (as
little as it was). Steve Oiaz led
the Jr. Stags attack with a
perfect &6 from the field for 12
points.
In the second half, Fairfield
came out and cut down on their
turnovers and did some rebounding to win the game. Herb
Rhaburn led the squad with ten
points in the half. The Stags
were 13 for 'n from the field
while the Rams shot 6 for 20
(which is like being caught in a
desert, disastrous) The turnover
situation reversed as the Rams
couldn't handle the gall and turned it over 12 times (as to 6 in the
previous stanza). AI Dunker and
Kevin Carlesimo led Fordham
with Z3 and 10 points, respectively. Rhabum and Diaz both had
14 points and led the Stags to a
61-54 beating, as the Stags made
lamb-chops out of the Baby
Rams and used the cadaver to
wipe their hoofs.
Peacocks Slighted
The game against the Baby
Peacocks of St. Peter's was a
colorful game (pardon the pun).
The game was nip and tuck
throughout the game, as the
birds from Jersey City had the
37-35 half time lead. This was
due to one main factor. St.
Peter's shot 17 -22 (Brian Corcoran being 9-10) from the foul
line. while Fairfield shot only&12. Leading the Stags was Herb
Rhabum. who had 15 points and
Walt Hutchinson, who had 8
rebounds. Brian Corcoran led
the "Chicks" with 13 points. Turnovers were even with St.
Peter's having a 14-13 lead In the
lOWly category.
The second half saw the lead
switch back and forth. Joe
Morina led the attack with a
·.blistering 7-11 from the field and
Hutchinson with 11 rebounds.

The foul shooting in the half was
still pretty bad (2-7). The Stags
did have a lead in the second half
of about five points, but the
"Chicks" came back (pass the
word the Chicks were back).
Bob Maroney and Corcoran led·
them back and tried to open the
gates for the St. Peter's victory
with 8 and 11 points respectively
in the half; but it was shut
abruptly by' St. Robert Bellarmine and Herb Rhabum. With
four seconds remaining .
Rhabum received a pass from
Diaz as he was cutting down the
lane. Herb went in for an unmolested lay-up to win the game.
The final score was 69-68.
Rhabum, with possibly his best
game of the campaign, had 23
points. Morina had 17 to help
pace the Jr. Stags. The Peacocks
are left with their Crayola
crayons jto try and bring jtheir
ruffled feathers back to life on
your community minded station.

Jim SellaalT
average. rankin, him seventh in
New England m that department, while also placing third in
New England with a 12.8 rebounding norm.
Forward Jim Schnurr Is
another threat. The IHl senior is
neulng 17.1 points a game while
also owning a .fJ11 field goal
percentage, the eighth best in
New England.
King Gaskins, a 6--1 freshman
and former high school AllAmerican, sports a IS.0 scoring
mark along with 6·5 junior
forward Malcolm Moulton while
playmaker Bruce Grentz, a &-11
senior averaging 5.6, rounds out
the starting five.
(Continued on Page 71

B-Ball Intrarnurals
By Gabe Cherichello
At a meeting held Monday
night concerning the intramural
basketball program a total of 14
major or "A" league teams were
represented. It was decided by
Gary Marzolla, the co-ordinator
of the program. that the "A"
league be divided into two conferences. the American and the
National.
The teams were divided American Conference: 1. Afro
Am, 2. Regis 4 North. 3. Regis
1,4. Regis 3. a. SAM. 6. Far EastSoutheast. and 7. Track team.
The National Conference will be
comprised of: 1. F.A.C.. 2 Regis
4 South, 3. Campion 2. 4. Campion 3. S. Campion 4, 6. Loyola 3,
and 7. Fairfield Beach.
In the case of Regis 4, two "A"
teams were submitted. An exhibition game will be played and
the winner will represent Regis 4
in the" A" league. The captains

of all 14 squads voted and agreed
to playing a. shorter regular
season and a longer playoff. The
four top teams In each conference will play in a double
elimination play-off toumament.
The minor or "B" league is
still being worked on, as of this
writing. The "B" league will
consist of 28 to 32 teams. The
respective division and con·
ference alignment will be posted
in the gym lobby as soon as team
rosters are finalized.
One OD One Tournament
Anyone interested in one on
one competition, similar to that
or the NBA, can sign up in Gary
Man.olla's office. A trophy will
be presented to the winner of the
contest at the Annual Sport
Award Dinner. The competition
will be limited to the first all who
sign up. Registration will begin
Friday. February 9 at 3: 30.

